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We address the problem of observables in generally invariant spacetime theories such as Einstein’s
general relativity. Using the refined notion of an event as a “point-coincidence” between scalar fields
that completely characterise a spacetime model, we propose a generalisation of the relational local
observables that does not require the existence of four everywhere invertible scalar fields. The
collection of all point-coincidences forms in generic situations a four-dimensional manifold, that is
naturally identified with the physical spacetime.
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Introduction In spacetime theories [1], a model of the
physical world is usually taken as a pair (M, T ), where
M is a four-dimensional manifold with suitable topolog-
ical and differentiable properties, and T represents a col-
lection of tensor fields onM. Points ofM are commonly
interpreted as events, which are labeled by a suitable set
of coordinates xµ in a chart. (Greek indices µ, ν, . . . run
from 1 to 4.) The value of some physical quantity, repre-
sented by a scalar field φ onM, at a point p ∈M is then
given by φ(p) = φ¯(x1, . . . , x4), where φ¯ is the representa-
tion of φ in the chart one is working with. Na¨ıvely, the
function φ¯(x1, . . . , x4) should correspond to an observ-
able, giving the value of the field φ at the event labeled
by the coordinates (x1, . . . , x4), for all events in a given
spatiotemporal region. However, such an interpretation
relies on the assumption that, in addition to the value
of the field, also those of the coordinates x1, . . . , x4 are
operationally well-defined quantities. This is the case in
theories, like Newtonian mechanics and special relativ-
ity, that (implicitly) postulate the existence of physical
systems whose behaviour is independent of, and does not
affect, the phenomena one wishes to observe. Such sys-
tems can be used to construct physical reference frames
on which one can read directly the values of four vari-
ables x1, . . . , x4, that so acquire operational significance.
However, it turns out that in theories like general rela-
tivity, whose equations are invariant under arbitrary co-
ordinate transformations, one cannot give such an opera-
tional interpretation to the coordinates, which must then
be regarded as mere mathematical parameters, devoid of
any physical meaning. In these theories, it is therefore
neither obvious how one should characterise observable
quantities, nor how spacetime — the set of all events
— is described. In this letter, we present the line of
arguments that leads to these problems, and outline a
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possible resolution. Our construction of the set of events
for an arbitrary model, and of the corresponding observ-
ables, is not only potentially useful in the programme of
the quantisation of gravity but, intriguingly, it also clar-
ifies the ontology of classical spacetime, and sheds light
on several rather cryptical statements made by Einstein.
We deliberately avoid making extensive connections to
the extant literature, both interpretive and technical, in
order not to distract the attention of the reader from
the main logical flow. A more thorough account will be
given in a companion paper [2], where we shall deal also
with many side issues that one encounters in this type of
investigations.
General invariance Consider a set of field equations for
the collection T of tensor fields in a spacetime theory.
When these equations are written down explicitly for the
components of T in a chart with coordinates xµ, they are
a set of partial differential equations in the independent
variables xµ. Consider now the coordinate transforma-
tion xµ → x′µ, defined by xµ = fµ(x′), with the fµ dif-
ferentiable functions. The components of T in the new
chart obey, of course, new partial differential equations
in the independent variables x′µ. If these equations look
exactly the same (except for trivial relabeling) as those
satisfied by the components of T in the old chart with
respect to the variables xµ, the transformation xµ → x′µ
corresponds to a symmetry of the theory. If the set of
equations is such that every fµ corresponds to a symme-
try, we say that the theory is generally invariant .
This is a nontrivial property of a system of differential
equations, and should not be confused with the mathe-
matical possibility of formulating a theory using tensors
— a property with little physical relevance [3], that we
shall denote general covariance.1 Of course, coordinates
1 Failing to appreciate the difference between invariance (a sym-
metry property of a set of equations) and covariance (a property
of the formal apparatus used in a physical theory) has produced
a huge literature. See reference [4] for a thorough review, and
2may not always cover the whole spatiotemporal region of
interest. However, this poses no problem for the previ-
ous definition of invariance. The field equations can be
restricted to a topologically trivial open set of M, and
invariance can be checked for all such open regions.
Einstein’s theory of gravity is generally invariant. For
example, in an empty region of spacetime Einstein’s
equations for the metric components gµν(x) and for
g′µν(x
′) =
∂fρ(x′)
∂x′µ
∂fσ(x′)
∂x′ν
gρσ(f(x
′)) (1)
are exactly the same, apart from the choice of symbols (x
and gµν versus x′ and g′µν). This property holds also in
the presence of matter, provided that one adds suitable
field equations for the non-gravitational fields as well. For
the sake of definiteness, hereafter we shall focus on Ein-
stein’s theory; however, all the discussion can be easily
adapted to an arbitrary generally invariant theory.
One can use general invariance to generate solutions
of Einstein’s equations. Let gµν(x) be a solution in the
coordinates xµ. Then g′µν(x
′) is a solution in the coordi-
nates x′µ, for all choices of f . On replacing x′ by x, and
using general invariance, we have that the new functions
g′µν(x) =
∂fρ(x)
∂xµ
∂fσ(x)
∂xν
gρσ(f(x)) (2)
solve Einstein’s equations in the coordinates xµ.
Coordinates are not readings Consider a solution gµν(x)
of Einstein’s equations in some coordinates xµ. Within a
suitable open region of the coordinate domain, gµν(x) can
be regarded as the solution to an initial value problem
formulated on a three-dimensional hypersurface S. We
can now use the general invariance of Einstein’s equa-
tions to generate, starting from gµν(x), a different solu-
tion g′µν(x) that satisfies the same initial value problem.
For this purpose, it is sufficient to choose the functions
fµ in Eq. (2) such that they coincide with the identity in
a neighbourhood of S, while they differ from it elsewhere.
This simple remark has far-reaching consequences
[1, 6]. Let us adopt an interpretation of coordinates in
which they represent physical readings (as it is common,
e.g., in special relativity). Then, one expects any mea-
surable quantity (for example, a curvature scalar), to be
expressed by a unique well-defined scalar function of the
xµ, say φ(x).2 Indeed, in any actual experiment only one
correspondence between the values of that quantity and
those of the (by assumption) operationally well-defined
reference [5] for a clear and mathematically clean presentation of
the concepts.
2 With some abuse of notation, hereafter we shall denote by the
same symbol both a function defined on M and its coordinate
representation in a chart, since there is no possibility of confu-
sion.
readings xµ will be found. However, as stated above,
gµν(x) and g′µν(x) are both solutions to the same initial
value problem, and in these two mathematically distinct
solutions the functional dependence of any scalar on the
coordinates are φ(x) and φ′(x) = φ(f(x)), respectively.
Since φ(x) 6= φ(f(x)) in general and so φ(x) 6= φ′(x),
it follows that, because of the general invariance of Ein-
stein’s equations, general relativity does not predict a
unique value of φ for given values of the operationally
well-defined quantities xµ, and the theory is thus unable
to make unique empirical predictions. This is an unten-
able conclusion, so the operational interpretation of the
coordinates must be dropped, by a reductio ad absurdum.
Summarising, unless one is ready to accept the lack of
unique empirical predictions, one cannot assume that the
coordinates xµ have any operational meaning — that is,
that they correspond to readings of some sort, identifying
a well-defined position in space and time. They are just
mathematical parameters. Note that this should not be
interpreted in the trivial sense that charts on a manifold
are arbitrary, because, given a chart, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between a manifold point and the coor-
dinates. What we are saying is actually that the points
of M lack operational significance, i.e., they do not rep-
resent operationally well-defined events.3 The manifold
M must be thought of as a purely abstract space, whose
points possess no physical quality that could allow one
to identify them.
Observables An immediate consequence of the previous
conclusion is that in general relativity one cannot ex-
perimentally establish a functional relation between the
values of the parameters xµ and those of physical quan-
tities, because there is no way of “reading” the values
of the xµ. Hence, statements referring to the value of
a given field at some point of M are, if taken literally,
physically empty, and observable quantities cannot, in
general, be represented by functions on M. In order to
extract observables from a given spacetime model (M, T )
we must therefore, in one way or another, eliminate the
coordinate dependence. We now outline a particular way
of doing that, which leads to the so-called relational local
observables [7].
In every given spacetime model (M, T ), although the
correspondence between manifold parameters (the xµ)
and values of physical fields is not observable, the cor-
respondence between values of physical fields and values
of other physical fields is physically meaningful. Indeed,
this correspondence contains everything one can measure.
To define observable quantities, we then can construct,
3 This important conceptual point is seldom made in the litera-
ture, and particularly in textbooks, whereM is often presented
as the set of events (defined by physical occurrences) and the
mathematical coordinates are identified with physical readings
of some sort.
3out of all the fields T in the model, four scalar coordi-
nate fields4 qα, and express any other quantity in terms
of these. We assume that these four scalar fields are
invertible, i.e., that in some open set U ⊆ M one has
det (∂qα/∂xν) 6= 0. We can then define a one-to-one
map q := (q1, . . . , q4) of U onto a subset Q ⊆ R4 with
non-zero measure: q : U → Q and q−1 : Q → U .
Consider any scalar function φ :M→ R. By compos-
ing φ and q−1 we obtain the function φ˜ = φ◦q−1 : Q → R,
or using coordinates φ˜(q) = φ(x(q)), where x(q) denotes
the values of the coordinates corresponding to the val-
ues q of the physical coordinate fields. This no longer
contains associations between the measurable field values
and the unobservable points of M (or coordinates xµ),
but only between measurable field values and other mea-
surable quantities — the qα. Hence, contrary to what
happened for the field φ on M (or its coordinate rep-
resentation), the function φ˜(q) is observable and is the
same in all models (M′, T ′) related to (M, T ) by a dif-
feomorphism. Objects constructed in this way are also
Dirac observables within the canonical framework [8].
In order to construct observables from tensor quanti-
ties, one first defines the four one-forms
eαµ := ∂qα/∂xµ . (3)
Because of invertibility, det(eαµ) 6= 0 and one can also in-
troduce four vectors fαµ such that eαµfβµ = δαβ . Now we
can use these tetrads to construct scalars out of tensors
objects. For example:
Rαβγ
δ(x) = fαµ(x)fβν(x)fγρ(x)eδσ(x)Rµνρσ(x) . (4)
These scalars depend on the coordinates, so they are not
yet observable quantities. However, observables can now
easily be constructed as already discussed, by making use
of the relation x = x(q):
R˜αβγ
δ
(q) = Rαβγδ(x(q)) . (5)
All the local observable quantities of the theory can be
generated in this way, possibly patching up whenever in-
vertibility fails. From them, one can read directly the
values of physical quantities corresponding to the mea-
sured values of the coordinate fields.
An essential assumption for the viability of the above
construction of local observables is that the function
q : U → Q be invertible. But this is of course not guar-
anteed by any physical law. In fact, this hypothesis can
be satisfied only locally, and only once one has a specific
model of spacetime. There is no way to choose a priori
four fields qα that can be used everywhere in M for a
4 Indices α, β, . . . run from 1 to 4, but label scalar quantities and
should not be confused with the tensor indices µ, ν, . . ..
given model, and for all models. This is, of course, not
too problematic for classical general relativity, but in a
quantum theory of gravity it could be that no spacetime
model is specified, so the local observables now intro-
duced are ill-defined and therefore not suitable for being
turned into operators.
The space of point-coincidences We now outline a way to
construct local observables which does not suffer from the
above problem of invertibility. The root of the problem
lies in the fact that some scalar fields (the qα), are se-
lected to play a special role, so in the following we shall
treat all dynamical degrees of freedom “democratically.”
At the same time, we shall solve a puzzling foundational
question that naturally arises once the “readings inter-
pretation” of coordinates is rejected: If events cannot be
identified with points of the manifold M, how are they
represented in a generally invariant spacetime theory?
Suppose that one can, from a given model (M, T ),
construct a new one (M,Φ1, . . . ,ΦN ), where Φ1, . . . ,ΦN
are scalars which completely characterise the model, at
least locally.5 The notion of an event can be refined into
the one of a “point-coincidence” [3, 10], defined by the
concomitant values of all these scalars. Considering the
map Φ := (Φ1, . . . ,ΦN ) : M → RN , we can define the
space of point-coincidences E := Φ(M) ⊂ RN , which
we take as the formal representation of spacetime. This
is a set of ordered N -tuples of real numbers, which are
however not all independent. Indeed, in a generic model
the values of the scalars Φ1, . . . ,ΦN are constrained by
conditions of the type
FA(Φ1, ...,ΦN ) = 0 , (6)
where A runs from 1 to an integer number M smaller
than N . In generic situations, these conditions define an
(N −M)-dimensional submanifold in RN . Obviously, in
classical general relativity one must have M = N − 4,
else there would be a contradiction with the experimen-
tal evidence that spacetime is four-dimensional — which
boils down to the property that one can locally choose
four fields in order to express all the other ones.
The map Φ :M→ RN is essentially a parametrisation
of E . Instead of using parameters/coordinates to mathe-
matically characterise the totality of point-coincidences,
one can characterise it implicitly through equations (6).
Thereby, the use of coordinates is completely eliminated
and one is left only with structure that is empirically
accessible (at least in principle).
Ontology of spacetime The space of point-coincidences E
is a four-dimensional manifold in generic situations, con-
tains all local observable data, and its elements repre-
sent physical events (which are always characterised by
5 That such a set of scalars exists is, in general, a non-trivial issue.
For matter-free gravity one can use the Cartan invariants [9].
4concrete properties). It is therefore natural to identify
E with spacetime itself. This choice is consistent with
the intuitive notion of spacetime as the collection of all
events, but is at variance with much of the extant liter-
ature, in which spacetime is simply identified with the
manifoldM. However, as we have seen, points ofM are
not empirically observable, in contrast with events.
Identifying spacetime with the space of point-
coincidences, means that its points (the events) are de-
fined through observable properties of the physical and
geometrical fields. Hence, spacetime is a collection of
properties of the fields, rather than a “container” phys-
ical objects are in. This is probably the meaning of the
following claims of Einstein’s [11]:
There is no such thing as an empty space,
i.e., a space without field. Space-time does
not claim existence on its own, but only as a
structural property of the field.
Physical objects are not in space, although
they are spatially extended.
Indeed, without fields there is no spacetime — a triv-
ial statement within the view we have developed, since
point-coincidences are defined only in terms of field val-
ues; but a puzzling one if one thinks, incorrectly, that
fields live in a spacetime arena. In particular, it makes
no sense to think of a region of spacetime where there
are no fields at all (no electromagnetic field, no scalar
field, etc., and in particular no metric field). That region
would simply not exist at all.
Conclusions According to the view presented in this pa-
per, spacetime should not be thought of as a primitive,
independently existing entity — a “container” in which
fields and the metric “live.” We have seen that, if the
field equations are generally invariant, the manifold M
cannot represent something empirically accessible; so, in
particular, it cannot represent spacetime. We have also
seen that there is an alternative, and more natural, rep-
resentation of the latter: The space of point-coincidences
E , which is the totality of physical events. However, E is
constructed out of the fields themselves, so its existence
cannot be postulated before any given field configuration
is assigned. The situation is very well summarised by
Einstein [12]:
[...] the whole of physical reality could per-
haps be represented as a field whose compo-
nents depend on four space-time parameters.
If the laws of this field are in general covari-
ant, that is, are not dependent on a particular
choice of coo¨rdinate system, then the intro-
duction of an independent (absolute) space is
no longer necessary. That which constitutes
the spatial character of reality is then simply
the four-dimensionality of the field. There is
then no “empty” space, that is, there is no
space without a field.
(Note that Einstein uses the singular “field” instead of
our “fields,” probably because of his belief in a unified
field theory.)
Identifying spacetime with the space E of point-
coincidences offers a possibility for making precise some
notions that one sometimes encounters in the literature
about quantum gravity, such as “fuzzy spacetime,” or
“fractal spacetime.” Indeed, from the perspective here
developed it is somewhat unnatural that the set E should
behave as a four-dimensional smooth manifold every-
where and at every resolution.
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